samskrt-restoration in the same way as Poussin.
After these, although several studies about the Salistamba-sutra were published, there are few studies on the differences of the versions, because the problem had been thought to be solved in LP, especially in its footnotes. But in LP, also in Sastri's study, the examinations of the texts are confined to the quotations of above-mentioned sastras. So there seems 3) to be no reference to the five Chinese translations which include the oldest one and whose dates of translations are comparatively clear. As regards the samskrt version, in 1961, a samskrt manusript named Madhyamaka-Salistambasutra (=MS) was published. Gathering these Chinese versions, the above-mentioned sastras and texts 5) only found in Tibet, we can gain so many texts of the Salistamba=sutra.
And comparing these texts, we can find several variant readings. I would like to trace the process of the development of one of them, as much as possible, by means of a comparative study.
The S'alistamba'-sutra explains the pratitya-samutpada by dividing it into two kinds, the outside and the inside. Of these, the inside pratitya-sam-utpada is regarded as the twelve chains of the causations. And the outside -936-
The process of the development of tetralemma in the Salistamba-sutra pratitya-samutpada is regarded as the process of the growth of the rice plant from the seed to the grain. Explaining the latter, this sutra says that the spout puts forth when the seed ceases to exist under the condition that these causes exist. After these, it says (in the case of MS which has the most developed form) that this spout is not made by itself ( these eight phrases, although F or G is maybe dropped in either (1) or (2), except PP(1) which has a unique form. As regards G, it differs from the other seven phrases, in that it can be divided into the three types shown the above diagram:
(1
The process of the development of tetralemma in the Salistamba-sutra
Now we have a question as to which is the original type of the three.
First the type 1Q seems to be the same as the phrase H. The type(3 has, possibility to be interpreted as contradictory to the phrase H. As regards;
this type was the original form and that the type and the type3 were developed from this type. At any rate, the shapes of the letters of the manuscripts seem to be quite the same, although the meanings are different.
Now considering the dates of the completion and translations, I will retrace the development of this passege of the Salistambasutra. First when this sutra was made, maybe the 2nd. Century A.D., the original form of E, F were added. Although some parts of them were dropped, the phrase and became independent types such as 1Q, (2) were shown, all cases of the existences were exhausted in the world of
The, process of the, development of tetralemma in. the Salistamba-sutra (12) 9) thought at. the age of Buddha'. So we can assume that these phrases were added gradually in orderr to deny all the causes .of the occurrences which 10) were put into question after the completion of the Salistamba-sutra. 1948-v50) . Dr. Gokhale guessed that this was imported from Bengal in the 16th century A.D.. This Ms. begins with Nagar juna's salutation, and follows a fragment of the SalistambaSutra (beginning with LP's p. 73, it continues only to p. 89), after follows a somewhat unsystematic and partly obscure commentary on the first Kalika of Nagarjuna's Mula-madhyarnaka-sastra (1. 1), and includes the quotations from the Dasabhumika-sutra and the Candrapradipa-sutra. From the above, we can see that this Ms. is not a perfect Sanskrit version of the Salistamba-satra, and 'Madhyamaka-Salistamba-sutra' is a provisional title named by Dr. Gokhale. 5) In addition to Tibetan Tripitaka Bkah-hgyur, it is repored that there are some Tibetan Mss. of the Salistamba-Sutra found in the Touen-houang. Forexample, two Manuscrits of the Salistamba-sutra were collected by Sir A. Stein, in the Indian Office Library. I use one of them in this study. 6) For example, Samyukta-Nikaya vol. II, pp. 19-21. 7) na svato napi parato na dvabhyam napy ahetutah/utpanna jatu vidyante bhavah kvaccana kecana// (1, 1) L. de la Vallee Poussin revised this phrase as 'byed pa (gcig) la rag las ma yin' and said 'je crois gcig necessaire', LP p. 103.
10) Kamalasila commented these phrases as follows: 'not made by the lord' means to omit the opinion of the lord-disputant, ...'not born from the primary subtance' which was wrongly discriminated by Samkhya (P. BSTAN-HGYUR Mdo-tshogs hgrel-pa Ji 187a 3-6).
(Graduate student, University of Tokyo)
